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The phenomenology of primordial black hole (PBH) physics and the associated PBH abundance
constraints, can be used in order to probe the physics of the early Universe. In this work, we
investigate the PBH formation during the standard radiation-dominated era by studying the effect
of an early F(R) modified gravity phase with a bouncing behavior which is introduced to avoid
the initial spacetime singularity problem. In particular, we calculate the energy density power
spectrum at horizon crossing time and then we extract the PBH abundance in the context of peak
theory as a function of the parameter α of our F (R) gravity bouncing model at hand. Interestingly,
we find that in order to avoid GW overproduction from an early PBH dominated era before Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), α should lie within the range α ≤ 10−19M2

Pl. This constraint can
be translated to a constraint on the energy scale at the onset of the Hot Big Bang (HBB) phase,
HRD ∼

√
α /2 which can be recast as HRD < 10−10MPl.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of inflation [1–5] constitutes a very promis-
ing paradigm to account for the physical conditions that
prevailed in early universe, being able to address a num-
ber of cosmological issues like the horizon and the flat-
ness problems. However, inflationary theories face the
problem of initial singularity [6]. One attractive alterna-
tive to inflation is the non-singular bouncing cosmological
paradigm [7, 8], which assumes that the universe existed
forever before the HBB era in a contracting phase and
at some point transitioned into the expanding universe
that we observe today. Apart from solving the singu-
larity problem the bounce realization can also address
the usual flatness and horizon problems of standard Big
Bang cosmology (for a review on bouncing cosmologies,
see [9]) and give rise to an observationally compatible
cosmological power spectrum [10–12].

In order to acquire a non-singular bouncing phase, vi-
olation of the null energy condition is necessary. Con-
sequently, modified gravity theories [13–17] provide an
ideal framework for obtaining a bouncing universe.
Hence, such bouncing solutions have been constructed
through various approaches to modified gravity, such as
the Pre-Big-Bang [18] and the Ekpyrotic [19, 20] mod-
els, gravitational theories whose gravity actions contain
higher order corrections [21, 22], F (R) gravity [23, 24],
f(T ) gravity [25] models, braneworld scenarios [26, 27],
non-relativistic gravity [28, 29], massive gravity [30], etc.
The above scenarios can be further extended to the
paradigm of cyclic cosmology [31–33].

As a potential candidate, the bounce scenario is ex-
pected to be consistent with current cosmological ob-
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servations and to be distinguishable from the experi-
mental predictions of cosmic inflation as well as other
paradigms [34, 35]. One interesting way to constrain
such bouncing scenarios is the study of their effect on
the formation of primordial black holes (PBHs) [36, 37].

Primordial black holes, first proposed in early ’70s [38–
40], are considered to form in the very early universe
out of the gravitational collapse of very high overden-
sity regions, whose energy density is higher than a crit-
ical threshold [41–47]. According to recent arguments,
PBHs can naturally act as a viable dark matter candidate
[48, 49] and potentially explain the generation of large-
scale structures through Poisson fluctuations [50, 51],
while they can also seed the supermassive black holes
residing in galactic centres [52, 53]. Furthermore, they
are associated with numerous gravitational-wave (GW)
signals, from black-hole merging events [54–58] up to pri-
mordial second-order scalar induced GWs from primor-
dial curvature perturbations [59–64] (for a recent review
see [65]) or from Poisson PBH energy density fluctua-
tions [66–68]. Other indications in favor of the PBH
scenario can be found in [69]. Their abundance is con-
strained from a wide variety of probes [49, 70–74] over a
range of masses from 10g up to 1020M�, thus giving us
access to a very rich phenomenology.

Up to now, the majority of the literature studied PBH
formation within single-field [75–78] or multi-field [79–81]
inflationary cosmology. It was also studied within modi-
fied theory set-ups [82–84]. However, the study of PBHs
in bouncing scenarios is limited [85–89], most of which
has been done with a generalised approach, without any
falsification of the bouncing scenarios. Therefore, given
the aforementioned rich phenomenology and the associ-
ated PBH abundance constraints over a range of masses
which span more than 50 orders of magnitude, PBHs
can clearly provide a novel promising way to test and
constrain various bounce scenarios.

In this work, we investigate the bounce realization
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within one of the simplest modifications of general rel-
ativity which can violate the null energy condition and
thus give rise to a bouncing phase, namely the F (R)
gravity theory. F (R) gravity forms a particular class
of theories in which the Einstein–Hilbert action is up-
graded to a general function of the Ricci scalar R [14].
F (R) theories have been studied extensively in the con-
text of inflation [90–92], bounce [23, 24, 93] and late-time
acceleration [93–95]. Additionally, this class of theories
has been highly successful in explaining both late and
early time acceleration along with the intermediate ther-
mal history of the Universe (see [96, 97] for reviews).
Therefore, it would be very interesting to examine how
such theories can be constrained or ruled out through the
study of PBH formation within them.

The manuscript is organised as follows: In Sec. II we
introduce a class of F (R) gravity theories which can in-
duce a bouncing scale factor. Then, in Sec. III we extract
the curvature power spectrum close to the bounce as a
function of the theoretical parameters evolved, namely
the bouncing parameter α, matching it to the curvature
power spectrum during the standard radiation era when
PBHs are assumed to form. Subsequently, in Sec. IV, we
present the formalism to compute the PBH mass func-
tion β(M) within peak theory. Followingly, in Sec. V
after investigating the effect of an initial F (R) gravity
phase close to the bounce on the curvature power spec-
trum Pδ(k) and the PBH mass function β(M) we set con-
straints on α by requiring that GWs induced from PBH
Poisson fluctuations during an early PBH dominated era
before BBN are not overproduced. Finally, Sec. VI is
devoted to conclusions.

II. BOUNCE COSMOLOGY THROUGH F (R)
GRAVITY

For the present analysis we consider the flat Friedman-
Lêmaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background metric

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)δijdx
idxj , (1)

where a(t) is the scale factor while the gravitational ac-
tion for F (R) gravity in vacuum can be written as:

S =
1

2κ2

∫
d4x
√−g F (R)

=
1

2κ2

∫
d4x
√−g R+

1

2κ2

∫
d4x
√−g f(R),

(2)

where κ2 = 8πG = 1
M2

Pl
, with MPl being the reduced

Planck mass. Here, we choose F (R) = R + f(R), with
the function f(R) capturing deviation effects from Gen-
eral Relativity (GR). In the following, we assume that the
terms coming from the function f(R) have considerable
contributions in and around the bounce. This is because
we introduce this extra f(R) function at the level of the
gravitational action in order to account for the problem
of the initial spacetime singularity. On the other hand,

as we move away from the bounce into the standard
radiation-dominated (RD) era, we gradually switch-off
the f(R) contribution and the action reduces to that of
GR, given also its very good agreement with the current
cosmological data up to the era of Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis.

We proceed now to the reconstruction of the f(R) func-
tion close to the bounce. The corresponding Friedmann
equations close to the bounce turn out to be

3H2 = −f(R)

2
+3
(
H2 + Ḣ

)
f ′(R)

− 18
(
4H2Ḣ +HḦ

)
f ′′(R)

(3)

f(R)

2
=
(
3H2 + Ḣ

)
f ′(R)

− 6
(
8H2Ḣ + 4Ḣ2 + 6HḦ +

...
H
)
f ′′(R)

− 36
(
4HḢ + Ḧ

)2
f ′′′(R),

(4)

where H(t) ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter.
Since we are interested in studying the bounce real-

ization within F (R) gravity, we choose the scale factor
accordingly. The general evolution of the universe in
bouncing cosmology consists of a period of contraction
followed by a cosmological bounce and then by the stan-
dard expanding universe. Any form of the scale factor
satisfying a(tb) > 0, ȧ(tb) = 0, ä(tb) > 0, is capable for
giving rise to a bouncing cosmology, where tb corresponds
to the time when the bounce occurs.

Let us now present the bounce realization at the back-
ground level. Without loss of generality we consider a
bouncing scale factor of the form

ab(t) = 1 + αt2, (5)

with α being a free parameter and the bounce happen-
ing at t = 0. The above form of scale factor has been
obtained by keeping terms up to quadratic order in t in
the Taylor expansion of a(t) near the bounce. We neglect
higher order terms as we are interested for solutions near
the bounce. Finally, note that the bounce realization
conditions mentioned above indicate that α > 0. For
different parametrisations of the scale factor close to the
bounce see Appendix A.

Using the above form of the scale factor, we obtain
the expressions for the Hubble parameter and the Ricci
scalar (keeping terms up to O(αt2)) as:

H(t) =
2αt

1 + αt2
' 2αt,

R(t) = 12H2 + 6Ḣ =
12α(1 + 3αt2)

(1 + αt2)2

' 12α+ 12α2t2.

(6)

As we can see from the above relations, the Hubble pa-
rameter varies linearly with time around the bounce, and
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becomes zero at the bounce point, as expected. More-
over, the Ricci scalar at the bounce is R(0) = 12α. In-
serting the above expressions into Eq. (3) we acquire

24α(R− 12α)f ′′b (R)+(R− 24α)f ′b(R)

+ fb(R) + 2(R− 12α) = 0,
(7)

where the index b refers to background quantities. Fi-
nally, solving the above equation for fb(R) and keep-
ing terms up to O(αt2), the solution for Fb(R) near the
bounce can be recast as [93]

Fb = R+e−
R

24α

(12α− C
216α

)[
12e

R
24αR

+

√
6eπ

α
(R− 12α)3/2Erfi

(√
R− 12α

24α

)]
,

(8)

where Erfi(z) is the imaginary error function defined as
Erfi(z) = −iErf(iz) and C is an integration constant
which will be fixed later. Hence, from now on the param-
eter α can be considered as the F (R) model parameter.

The form of F (R) obtained above is valid in and
around the bounce i.e. in the region where the form of
the scale factor is given by Eq. (5) with αt2 . 1. For
this reason, in the following we will naturally consider
that the transition to the RD era, where one recovers the
standard GR evolution, happens around the time when
the perturbative expansion of the scale factor in Eq. (5)
breaks down, namely when αt2 ∼ 1. Consequently, one
gets that tRD is given by

tRD ∼
1√
α
. (9)

Before deriving in the next section the comoving cur-
vature perturbation within our F (R) bouncing model we
need to make here an instability analysis of the underly-
ing gravity theory close to the bounce. In particular, in
order to avoid ghosts [98], the first derivative of the func-
tion F (R) should be positive, i.e. F ′ ≡ ∂F/∂R > 0 while
at the same time, in order to avoid tachyonic instabili-
ties, the square of the mass of scalaron field M2, where
M2 ∼ 1/F ′′ with F ′′ ≡ ∂2F/∂R2, should be positive [96].
These in turn arise from the perturbation analysis of the
theory performed in [99, 100], and in particular from the
comoving curvature perturbation R, under the require-
ment to have a successful cosmological evolution from ra-
diation era till matter domination. Thus, the conditions
for a viable F (R) bouncing model are the following:

F ′ > 0 and F ′′ > 0. (10)

From Eq. (8) one can derive F ′ and F ′′ which can be
recast as

F ′ [R(t)] =
(12α− C)

36tα2

[
2tα+ t3α2

+
√

2α t2α(3− t2α)FD

(
t
√
α√
2

)]
,

(11)

F ′′ [R(t)] =
(12α− C)

864α3t2

{
αt2(5− αt2) +

√
2αt2 [3

+ αt2(αt2 − 6)]FD

(
t
√
α√
2

)}
,

(12)

where FD(x) is the Dawson function. Below, we plot
the functions F , F ′ and F ′′ as a function of time, by
using x ≡ αt2 as the time variable. Thus, we reach times
up to x = 1 when the perturbative expansion of the scale
factor in Eq. (5) breaks down and one enters the standard
RD era as explained before. We choose the value of the
integration constant C to be such as that C < 12α so
that the conditions in 10 are satisfied. As it can be seen
from Fig. 1, for C < 12α the conditions Eq. (10) are
satisfied making our F (R) bouncing model free of ghosts
and tachyonic instabilities.

III. THE CURVATURE POWER SPECTRUM

Since we have studied in the previous section the back-
ground behavior of a bouncing scenario realized within
F (R) gravity and we have extracted the function F (R)
around the bounce, we proceed to the calculation of the
curvature power spectrum by deriving the corresponding
comoving curvature perturbation.

A. The curvature perturbation

Before launching our calculation, we should examine
which primordial perturbation modes are relevant for
present-day observation. As we saw above, the Hub-
ble parameter vanishes at the bounce point, thus giving
rise to an infinite comoving Hubble radius (1/aH) there.
In the following, we match the bouncing phase with the
standard Hot Big Bang radiation phase, which in turn,
according to the standard cosmological evolution as dic-
tated by the current cosmological probes, is connected to
a matter epoch and then at late times with an accelerated
expansion phase. Consequently, the Hubble horizon de-
creases and tends to zero for late times, while for cosmic
times near the bouncing point the Hubble horizon has
an infinite size. Therefore, all the perturbation modes at
that time are contained within the horizon, and at later
epochs they cross the Hubble radius becoming relevant
for current observations. Hence, in the following we focus
on the perturbation equations near the bounce, namely
near t = 0.

Choosing to work in the comoving gauge, the spatial
part of the perturbed scalar metric tensor reads as

δgij = a2(t)
[
1− 2ζ(~x, t)]δij , (13)

where ζ(~x, t) denotes the comoving curvature perturba-
tion. The corresponding action for the scalar perturba-
tions reads as [101–103]

δSζ =

∫
dtd3~xa(t)z(t)2

[
ζ̇2 − 1

a2
(∂iζ)

2

]
, (14)
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FIG. 1. The functions F (upper graph), F ′ (middle graph)
and F ′′ (lower graph), in terms of the time variable x defined
as x ≡ αt2, with FGR = R and F0 = (12α− C),F ′0 = (12α−
C)/alpha and F ′′0 = (12α− C)/α2.

with z(t) given by the following expression [93]:

z(t) =
a(t)

κ

[
H(t) + 1

2F ′(R)
dF ′(R)
dt

]√ 3

2F ′(R)

[
dF ′(R)

dt

]2
.(15)

Using the solution for F (R), i.e. Eq. (8), the expres-
sion for dF ′(R)/dt where ′ denotes differentiation with

respect to the Ricci scalar, is given by

dF ′(R(t))

dt
=
t(12α− C)

{
t2α(5− t2α)

}
36t2α

+
t(12α− C)

{√
2α t[3 + t2α(−6 + t2α)]FD

(
t
√
α√
2

)}
36t2α

.

(16)

F ′(R) is given by Eq. (11).
As mentioned earlier, the perturbation modes are gen-

erated close to the bounce, therefore we solve the above
equation for cosmic times near the bouncing point. As
a result, we keep terms upto O(αt2) for the rest of our
analysis. The corresponding expression for z(t), keeping

terms up to O(αt2) in F ′(R) and dF ′(R(t))
dt , becomes

z(t) =
(1/α)3/2α

√
12α− C

31/2(t2 + 1)κ
+

2α2
√

12α− C t2

31/24α3/2κ
. (17)

At the end, the perturbed action leads to the following
Lagrange equation for the Fourier mode of the comoving
curvature perturbation, ζk:

1

a(t)z2(t)

d

dt

[
a(t)z2(t)ζ̇k

]
+
k2

a2
ζk(t) = 0. (18)

In the above equation, by using (17) and keeping terms
upto O(αt2), the quantity a(t)z(t)2 becomes:

a(t)z(t)2 = U + V t2, (19)

with U = (12α−C)
12ακ2 , V = (12α−C)

4κ2 .
At the end, the Lagrange equation for ζk can be recast

at leading order as

ζ̈k +
2V

U
tζ̇k + k2ζk(t) = 0, (20)

whose solution is

ζk(t) = C1(k) e−
V
U t

2

H

(
−1 +

k2U

2V
,

√
V

U
t

)

+C2(k) e−
V
U t

2

1F1

(
1

2
− k2U

4V
,

1

2
,

√
V

U
t2

)
, (21)

where C1(k), C2(k) are integration constants, H(n, x) is
the n-th order Hermite polynomial, and 1F1(a, b, x) is the
Kummer confluent hypergeometric function.

The expressions for the integration constants
C1(k), C2(k) are obtained by setting the initial
conditions for the curvature perturbations. Given
the fact that close to the bounce the Hubble radius
is infinitely large as mentioned above, the primordial
modes are well inside the Hubble radius thus satisfying
the condition k � aH. Therefore, the initial conditions
for ζk will be set through the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable,
defined in the present context as vk(t) ≡ z(t)ζk(t) [93],
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and whose value on sub-Hubble scales is set by the
Bunch-Davies vacuum state, i.e.

vk,k�aH =
e−ikη√

2k
, (22)

where the time variable η is the conformal time defined
by dη ≡ dt/a(t). Using the expression (5) for the scale
factor near the bounce, we obtain from Eq. (22) that

η =

∫ t

0

dt′/a(t′) =
arctan(

√
α t)√

α
. (23)

Consequently, the initial conditions satisfied by vk and
its derivative become:

vk(t→ 0) =
1√
2k

,

v̇k(t→ 0) = − ik
√
α√

2k
. (24)

Using these conditions and the fact that ż(t→ 0) = 0,
we finally acquire straightforwardly the expressions for
the integration constants C1, C2 as

C1(k) =
3iκ2

5
2− k

2

6α

√
k α3/2Γ

(
3
2 − k2

12α

)
√
π (6α− k2)

√
12α− C (25)

C2(k) =

√
2 κ

k1/2(6α− k2)
√

12α− C Γ
(
1− k2

12α

)[−6ikα3/2

× Γ

(
3

2
− k2

12α

)
+
√

3α
(
6α− k2

)
Γ

(
1− k2

12α

)]
,

(26)

where Γ(x) denotes the Gamma function. At the end, the
corresponding curvature power spectrum can be recast as
follows:

Pζ(k, t) ≡
k3

2π2

∣∣∣∣ζk(t)

∣∣∣∣2
=

k3

2π2

∣∣∣∣C1(k) e−
V
U t

2

H

[
− 1 +

k2U

2V
,

√
V

U
t

]
+ C2(k) e−

V
U t

2

1F1

[
1

2
− k2U

4V
,

1

2
,

√
V

U
t2
]∣∣∣∣2.

(27)

B. Matching the bounce with a
radiation-dominated era

As explained in Sec. II, close to the bounce the underly-
ing gravity theory is described by a F (R) modified grav-
ity setup with F (R) given by Eq. (8). During this phase,
the scale factor evolution is dictated by Eq. (5), which is
nothing else than a perturbative expansion close to the
bounce, valid for αt2 . 1, and corresponds to a fluid
dominated Universe with an equation-of-state parame-
ter w = −2/3. Then, F (R) gravity modifications are

switched off and one recovers the standard HBB phase
which is described by GR. Consequently, matching the
two phases and requiring continuity of the scale factor at
the onset of the RD era one gets that

a(t) =

1 + αt2 , t < tRD

aRD

(
t
tRD

)1/2
, t > tRD,

(28)

with tRD being the transition time between the exotic
phase close to the bounce with w = −2/3 and the RD
phase given by Eq. (9), and aRD the respective scale fac-
tor at the onset of the RD era. We mention that in order
to keep the scale factor continuous during the transition
we choose aRD to be aRD = 1 + αt2RD.

Given the fact that in the following we elaborate the
power spectrum at the horizon crossing time during the
RD era, i.e. k = a(t)H(t) with t > tRD, one can find
the horizon crossing time tHC(k, α) by solving k = aH

with a(t) = aRD

(
t
tRD

)1/2
and H(t) = 1

2t . At the end,

we extract that

tHC(k, α) =

√
α

k2
. (29)

At this point it is important to stress out that in the
expression (27) we derived the curvature power spectrum
close to the bounce by parametrizing the scale factor as
in Eq. (5). Eq. (5) describes actually quite well the back-
ground dynamical evolution up to the onset of the RD
era when the perturbative expansion of the scale factor
breaks down. Hence, one can compute Pζ(k, t) at horizon
exiting time during the initial F (R) gravity phase before
the RD era, namely when k = a(t)H(t) with t < tRD.
At this point, we need to stress that in general within
the context of bouncing cosmologies, as we pass from the
contraction to the expansion phase the comoving cur-
vature perturbation ζk is not necessarily conserved [11].
However, for non-singular bouncing scenarios as the one
we consider here one finds a non-singular evolution of ζk
through the bounce [104, 105] and a conservation of the
curvature perturbation on superhorizon scales during the
expanding phase [106–108]. The conservation of ζk on su-
perhorizon scales can be viewed as well as a consequence
of the local energy conservation which is valid for any rel-
ativistic gravitational theory [109, 110]. In view of these
considerations, the curvature power spectrum at horizon
crossing time during the RD era will be the same as the
curvature power spectrum at horizon exiting time during
the initial F (R) gravity phase between the bounce and
the RD era, namely

Pζ [k, tHC(k, α)] = Pζ [k, texit(k, α)] , (30)

where tHC(k, α) is given by (29) and texit(k, α) = k
2α .

Finally, we can then use Pζ [k, tHC(k, α)] and proceed to
the calculation of the PBH abundance at horizon crossing
time during the RD era, which is considered to be the
PBH formation time.
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C. The scales involved

Regarding the relevant scales for the problem at hand,
here we consider modes whose first horizon crossing time,
i.e. when the modes exit the horizon, occurs before the
RD era, that is texit < tRD. Thus, accounting for the fact
that texit(k, α) = k

2α and tRD = 1/
√
α , one can trivially

find an upper bound on the comoving scale k reading as

k < 2
√
α . (31)

This upper bound on k is equivalent with a minimum
PBH mass. In particular, considering the fact that the
PBH mass is roughly the mass within the cosmological
horizon at horizon crossing time during the RD era, one
can trivially find that

M >
2πM2

Pl√
α

(32)

IV. THE PBH FORMATION FORMALISM

In this section we present a general formalism for the
computation of the mass function of PBHs formed due
to the collapse of enhanced cosmological perturbations
once they reenter the cosmological horizon. Basically,
this happens when the energy density contrast of the
collapsing overdensity region, or the respective comoving
curvature perturbation, becomes greater than a critical
threshold δc or ζc. In the following, we firstly describe
how the comoving curvature perturbation is connected
to the energy density contrast, extracting the non-linear
relation between them, and then we proceed by present-
ing the formalism for the computation of the PBH mass
function and the PBH abundance within the context of
peak theory [111]. At this point, it is important to high-
light that we study PBH formation during the standard
RD era described by general relativity. Therefore, the
use of the peak theory formalism, developed within GR,
for the computation of the PBH abundance is absolutely
legitimate within our work.

A. From the comoving curvature perturbation to
the energy density contrast

Assuming spherical symmetry on superhorizon
scales 1, the local region of the universe describing the

1 In principle, one could expect non spherical superhorizon pertur-
bations due to the presence of an exotic equation of state with
w < −1 after the bounce. In particular, the authors of [112],
starting from spheroidal superhorizon perturbations and study-
ing the role of non sphericities on the PBH threshold in the case

aforementioned collapsing cosmological perturbations is
described by the following asymptotic form of the metric

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)eζ(r)
[
dr2 + r2dΩ2

]
, (33)

where a(t) is the scale factor and ζ(r) is the comoving
curvature perturbation which is conserved on superhori-
zon scales. In this regime one can perform a gradient
expansion approximation, where all the hydrodynamic
and metric quantities are nearly homogeneous, and their
perturbations are small deviations away from their back-
ground values [109, 110, 113, 114]. In this approximation,
the energy density perturbation profile is related to the
comoving curvature perturbation through the following
expression [42, 115, 116]:

δρ

ρb
≡ ρ(r, t)− ρb(t)

ρb(t)

= −
(

1

aH

)2
4(1 + w)

5 + 3w
e−5ζ(r)/2∇2eζ(r)/2, (34)

where w is the total equation-of-state parameter defined
as the ratio between the total pressure p and the total
energy density ρ, i.e. w ≡ p/ρ. In the linear regime,
where ζ � 1, the above expression is reduced to

δρ

ρb
' − 1

a2H2

2(1 + w)

5 + 3w
∇2ζ(r)

=⇒ δk = − k2

a2H2

2(1 + w)

5 + 3w
ζk. (35)

Note that the last expression is obtained by Fourier trans-
forming the energy density contrast δ and the curvature
perturbation ζ.

From the above form we can see that there is a one-
to-one relation between the comoving curvature pertur-
bation and the energy density contrast. Thus, if the cur-
vature perturbation is a Gaussian variable then the same
is true for the density contrast within the linear regime
described by (35). However, the amplitude of the critical
threshold δc or ζc is in general non-linear, and as a conse-
quence one should consider the full non-linear expression
between ζ and δ, namely (34).

Here it is very important to stress that within the con-
text of bouncing cosmological scenarios one expects in
general the presence of non Gaussianities with an ampli-
tude larger than the one predicted in simple inflationary
setups [117, 118]. In particular, for our case for perturba-
tions whose first horizon crossing is before the onset of the

of PBH formation during an RD era, found that their effect is
negligibly small. Thus, as a first approximation, we will assume
spherical symmetry on superhorizon scales as it is normally as-
sumed in the literature. However, in order to fully assess the
effect of non sphericities on PBH formation due to the presence
of a preceding exotic phase with a negative w before RD era, one
should perform high-cost numerical simulations which go beyond
the scope of this work.
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RD era, the curvature perturbation ζ will become super-
horizon during the intermediate exotic contracting phase
with w = −2/3 possibly developing non-Gaussianity and
eventually becoming highly non linear. After the onset of
the RD era, due to the conservation of ζ in the expanding
phase, it will remain constant. In view of these consid-
erations we assume that the curvature perturbation field
remains Gaussian and linear (to avoid breaking of per-
turbation theory) during the intermediate phase which
connects the bounce with the RD era [119].

At this point, we should also highlight the fact that
the use of ζ for the computation of the PBH abun-
dance vastly overestimates the number of PBHs, since
scales larger than the PBH scale, which are unobservable,
are not properly removed when the PBH distribution is
smoothed [120]. Therefore, one should instead use the
energy density contrast, given the fact that with this pre-
scription the superhorizon scales are naturally damped
by k2, as it can be seen by (34).

From a mathematical point of view, by performing a
coordinate transformation on superhorizon scales, one
can always shift the comoving curvature perturbation by
an arbitrary constant, making the calculation of the PBH
abundance not physical. On the other hand, if the den-
sity contrast is adopted instead, a dependence on spatial
derivatives of the curvature perturbation is obtained as
it can be seen by Eq. (35), making the problem physical.
This is another way to see that the choice to work with δ
instead of ζ for the computation of the PBH abundance
is the correct one.

Consequently, smoothing the energy density contrast
with a Gaussian window function over scales smaller than
the horizon scale and using (34), we can straightforwardly
find that the smoothed energy density contrast is related
to the comoving curvature perturbation in radiation era,
where w = 1/3, as [121]

δm = −2

3
rmζ

′(rm) [2 + rmζ
′(rm)] . (36)

The scale rm is the comoving scale of the collapsing over-
density, which can be found by maximizing the com-
paction function C defined as [42]

C(r, t) ≡ 2
M(r, t)−Mb(r, t)

R(r, t)
, (37)

where R(r, t) is the areal radius, M(r, t) is the Misner-
Sharp mass [122, 123] within a sphere of a radius R, and
Mb = 4πR3(r, t)/3 is the background mass with respect
to a FLRW metric. Finally, by maximizing the com-
paction function, namely C′(rm) = 0, the rm scale will be
given by the solution of the following equation:

ζ ′(rm) + rmζ(rm) = 0. (38)

Now, given the fact that ζ is assumed to have a Gaus-
sian distribution, its derivative will have a Gaussian dis-
tribution too. Hence, we can identify a linear Gaussian

variable δl = − 4
3rmζ

′(rm) with a probability distribution
function (PDF) given by

P (δl) =
1√

2πσ
e−

δ2l
2σ2 , (39)

where σ is the smoothed variance of δl written as

σ2 ≡ 〈δ2l 〉 =

∫ ∞
0

dk

k
Pδl(k,R)

=
16

81

∫ ∞
0

dk

k
(kR)4W̃ 2(k,R)Pζ(k). (40)

The function W̃ (k,R) is the Fourier transformation of a
Gaussian window function 2 and reads as

W̃ (k,R) = e−k
2R2/2, (41)

Finally, the smoothed energy density contrast is re-
lated with the linear Gaussian energy density contrast
through the following expression [121, 126]:

δm = δl −
3

8
δ2l . (42)

B. The PBH mass function within peak theory

In order to extract the mass function of PBHs which
form due to the gravitational collapse of non-Gaussian
energy density perturbations, we work with the Gaussian
component of the smoothed non-Gaussian energy density
contrast denoted as δl. Regarding the critical threshold
of the linear Gaussian component, this can be found by
solving Eq. (42) for δl with δm = δc. Hence, we find that

δc,l± =
4

3

(
1±

√
2− 3δc

2

)
. (43)

From the above expression we acquire a critical threshold
for δl. As explained in [121], only δc,l− corresponds to a
physical solution, and since the argument of the square
root should be positive we require δc < 2/3. In summary,
we find that the physical range of δl is δc,l− < δl < 4/3.

Regarding the PBH mass, it should be of the order
of the horizon mass at PBH formation time, which is
considered as the horizon crossing time. More precisely,
the PBH mass spectrum, as it has been shown in [127–
130], should follow a critical collapse scaling law which
can be recast as

MPBH = MHK(δ − δc)γ , (44)

where MH is the mass within the cosmological horizon
at horizon crossing time, and γ is the critical exponent

2 As regards the choice of the window function and its effect on
the calculation of the PBH abundance see [124, 125].
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which depends on the equation-of-state parameter at the
time of PBH formation and for radiation it is γ ' 0.36.
The parameter K is a parameter that depends on the
equation-of-state parameter and on the particular shape
of the collapsing overdensity region. In the following we
consider a representative value of K ' 4.

Concerning now the value of the PBH formation
threshold δc, its value should vary roughly within the
range 0.4 . δc . 0.6 depending on the shape of the cur-
vature power spectrum Pζ(k). Following the procedure
developed in [44] we found that for the values of α stud-
ied here, namely for α ∈ [10−24M2

Pl ≤ α ≤ 10−14M2
Pl],

δc ' 0.5898 independently of the value of α. This is
somehow expected since as it can be seen from Fig. 2
the shape of Pζ(k) slightly changes with respect to α. In
particular, as one varies α, we observe a change in terms
of the overall amplitude of Pζ(k) and not in terms of its
shape.

Thus, working with the Gaussian linear component of
the energy density contrast, we can calculate the PBH
abundance in the context of peak theory, where the den-
sity of sufficiently rare and large peaks for a random
Gaussian density field in spherical symmetry is given
by [111]

N (ν) =
µ3

4π2

ν3

σ3
e−ν

2/2. (45)

In this expression, ν ≡ δ/σ and σ is given by (40), while
the parameter µ is the first moment of the smoothed
power spectrum given by

µ2 =

∫ ∞
0

dk

k
Pδl(k,R)

(
k

aH

)2

=

16

81

∫ ∞
0

dk

k
(kR)4W̃ 2(k,R)Pζ(k)

(
k

aH

)2

. (46)

Finally, the fraction βν of the energy of the universe
at a peak of a given height ν, which collapses to form a
PBH, will be given by

βν =
MPBH(ν)

MH
N (ν)Θ(ν − νc) (47)

and the total energy fraction of the universe contained in
PBHs of mass M can be recast as

β(M) =

∫ 4
3σ

νc−

dν
K

4π2

(
νσ − 3

8
ν2σ2 − δc

)γ (µ
σ

)3
ν3e−ν

2/2,

(48)
where νc− = δc,l/σ. Lastly, the overall PBH abundance,
defined as ΩPBH ≡ ρPBH

ρtot
, where ρtot is the total energy

density of the universe, will be the integrated PBH mass
function. Thus, at time t during the RD era, ΩPBH will
be recast as

ΩPBH(t) =

∫ Mmax

Mmin

(
MH(t)

M

)1/2

β(M)d lnM, (49)

where MH(t) is the mass within the cosmological horizon
at time t. Note that in Eq. (49) we have accounted for
the fact that during the RD era MH ∼ a2.

V. RESULTS

In the previous sections we extracted the curvature
power spectrum and we presented the mathematical
setup through which one can calculate the PBH mass
function and abundance during the standard RD era
which follows the exotic F (R) gravity phase close to the
bounce. Thus, in this section we present the main re-
sults of our work. Initially, we study the behaviour of the
curvature power spectrum by varying the parameters of
the problem at hand, namely the bouncing parameter α.
Then, we compute numerically the PBH mass function
and we show how it varies by changing α. Finally, by
demanding that GWs induced from PBH Poisson fluctu-
ations during an early PBH dominated era before BBN
are not overproduced, we set constraints on α.

A. The curvature power spectrum

Given the fact that the scales collapsing to PBHs are
initially super-Hubble before crossing the Hubble radius
and collapse to PBHs, we perform a Taylor expansion
of the comoving curvature perturbation (21) on super-
Hubble scales, i.e. when k � aH. By keeping terms up

to O
[(

k
aH

)3/2]
we obtain that

ζk,k�aH ' κe3αt
2

√
3

t(12α− C)

[
k

a(t)H(t)

]−1/2

− i καt√
t(12α− C)

[
e3αt

2√
π − 2H

(
−1, t

√
3α
)]√ k

a(t)H(t)

− καt3/2√
3(12α− C 1F

(1,0,0)
1

(
1

2
,

1

2
, 3αt2

)[
k

a(t)H(t)

]3/2
,

(50)

where 1F
(1,0,0)
1 (x, y, z) stands for the derivative of the

Kummer confluent hypergeometric function with respect
to its first argument.

Therefore, inserting this expression in Eq. (27) and
following the procedure described in Sec. IV, we can cal-
culate the curvature power spectrum Pζ(k) at horizon
crossing time by fixing the bouncing parameter α and
the integration constant C. As it was checked numeri-
cally, Pζ(k) is independent on the value of C and in the
following we will fix its value to C = 0.1α. In the follow-
ing, we will use the above expression for ζk,k�aH when
computing the comoving curvature perturbation and sub-
sequently the matter power spectrum Pδ(k) following the
procedure described in Sec. IV. As it was confirmed nu-
merically the curvature power spectrum Pζ(k) computed
using Eq. (50) matches quite well the exact Pζ(k) all
along the k range.

In Fig. 2, we depict the curvature power spectrum
Pζ(k) [Eq. (27)] on superhorizon scales, for different val-
ues of α and for C = 0.1α. As we can see, the power
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spectrum increases by increasing the value of α. This
behaviour can be understood if one sees how the maxi-
mum allowed value of k, which corresponds to the lowest
scale of the problem at hand, varies with α. In par-
ticular, as we can see from Eq. (31), the value of kmax

increases with an increase of α, hence the power spec-
trum shifts to higher values of k, i.e. to smaller scales.
Consequently, as approaching smaller and smaller scales
one starts to probe the granularity of the energy density
field, entering in this way the non linear regime where
Pζ(k) � 1. Hence, one can clearly understand the ten-
dency of the power spectrum to increase with increasing
α, given the fact that it probes smaller scales which be-
come non-linear.

In order to avoid the presence of non linearities, one
could abruptly cut the curvature power spectrum at val-
ues smaller than unity in order to ensure the validity of
the linear perturbative regime. However, given the fact
that PBH formation is a non-linear process since it takes
place in overdensity regions where δ > δc ∼ O(1) the
introduction of an abrupt cutoff would dramatically de-
crease the PBH abundance to values orders of magnitude
smaller than its real value. The correct way to remove
these non-linear scales is actually through the introduc-
tion of the non-linear transfer function which has not yet
been extracted and requires high cost N body simula-
tions which go beyond the scope of this work [125]. Con-
sequently, as it is standardly adopted within the context
of the PBH literature, these small non-linear scales are
naturally smoothed out when computing the PBH mass
function through the use of a window function introduced
in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 2. The curvature power spectrum versus k for different
values of α.

B. The PBH mass function

Since we have extracted above the curvature power
spectra for different values of α, we proceed to the cal-
culation of the PBH mass function within peak theory.
In particular, we follow the mathematical formalism pre-
sented in Sec. IV B, accounting for the non-linear relation
between δ and ζ as well as the critical collapse law for
the PBH masses. Below, we show how the PBH mass
function changes by varying the parameter α. As a first
general comment, one may notice from Fig. 3 that we are
met with an extended PBH mass distribution as it can
be expected if one sees Fig. 2 where Pζ(k) is not peaked
but instead varies over a wide range of comoving scales
k.

In the left panel of Fig. 3, we show how the PBH mass
function changes with respect to the comoving scale k
for different values of the parameter α. In particular,
the mass function increases its overall amplitude as one
increases the value of the parameter α, a behavior which
is kind of expected since as explained in Sec. V A by
increasing α one starts to probe more and more smaller
scales which become non-linear and can easily collapse to
PBHs.

Interestingly, one can also notice that for values of α
more or less larger than 10−19M2

Pl, the peak of the mass
function saturates at a value close to 0.1 independently
of the value of α. This behavior can be explained if one
sees Fig. 2 where we see that for α > 10−19M2

Pl, the
curvature power spectrum enters gradually as we increase
the value of α deep into the non perturbative regime
where Pζ(k) � 1. Consequently, due to the effect of
smoothing these enhanced perturbation modes do not
contribute to the increase of the mass function as we go
to high k values. On the contrary, the overall effect of
smoothing is to make the maximum amplitude of β to
saturate for α > 10−19M2

Pl.
One can also infer a shift of the position of the peak of

β(k) towards the smaller scales, namely large k values,
a behavior which can be explained from the fact that
kmax ∼

√
α [See Eq. (31) ].

Additionally, we witness as well a slight increase on
the large k region. This slight increase is due to the
fact that in the high k region where δ is very large, the
PBH mass function (48) scales as β(M) ∝ 1/σ6 with σ2

being suppressed on the very small PBH scales due to
the effect of smoothing which becomes very important
on these scales. As a consequence, at a scale around
k∗ ∼ kmax/4 all β(k) curves start to slightly increase as
one probes smaller scale modes k. [See the discussion in
Appendix B.]

In the right panel of Fig. 3, we show how the β function
changes with respect to the PBH mass by varying the
parameter α. The observed behavior is similar as in the
left panel of Fig. 3 with the only difference that now the
position of the peak of β(M) is more or less constant,
independent of the value of α. This can be understood
if we see how the PBH mass scales with α and k. In
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FIG. 3. Left panel: The PBH mass function β(k) as a function of the comoving number k for different values of the F (R)
bouncing parameter α. Right panel: The PBH mass function β(M) as a function of the PBH mass MPBH for different values
of the F (R) bouncing parameter α. The blue dashed horizontal line stands for β(M) = 1.

particular, by defining the PBH mass being roughly equal
to the mass within the horizon at horizon crossing time
during the RD era one obtains that

MPBH 'MH =
4πM2

Pl

H
=

8πM2
Pl

√
α

k2
, (51)

where in the last step we used Eq. (29) as well as the
fact that during the RD era H = 1/(2t). Thus, despite
the fact that as one increases the value of α the position
of the peak of the β function shifts to higher values of
k, i.e. smaller scales [See left panel of Fig. 3] when one
plots β in terms of MPBH the position of the peak of β
will shift to larger masses, since MPBH ∼

√
α /k2 as it

can be seen by Eq. (51). At the end, the overall effect is
that the position of the peak of the function β(MPBH) is
more or less constant independently of the value of α.

At this point, it is useful to stress that the PBH masses
produced substantially by the F (R) gravity bouncing
model studied here are very small, namely less than 109g,
evaporating very quickly before the BBN time. One ques-
tion one could ask is if with this bouncing model one can
produce higher PBH masses, close to the solar mass as
the ones probed by LIGO/VIRGO gravitational-wave de-
tectors. To give an order of magnitude of the value that
the F (R) gravity parameter α should have in order to
produce PBH masses of the order of 1M� we can simply
set in Eq. (51) MPBH = 1M� and the comoving value k
equal to its maximum value, namely k = kmax = 2

√
α .

At the end, one gets straightforwardly that

MPBH > M� ⇔ α < 4× 10−72M2
Pl. (52)

For such very small values of α the PBH mass function is
dramatically suppressed as one may speculate by looking
at the decreasing tendency of β by decreasing the value
of the parameter α in Fig. 3.

C. Constraining α

We can now proceed to perform a full parameter-space
analysis by calculating the PBH abundance at formation
time ΩPBH,f , for a wide range of values of the F (R) pa-
rameter α. In Fig. 4 we show how ΩPBH,f varies as a
function of the bouncing parameter α. In particular, we
find that as α increases, the PBH abundance increases as
well, as it can been speculated from Fig. 3. This behav-
ior can be explained from the fact that as α increases the
curvature power spectrum shifts to smaller and smaller
scales widening in this way the range of modes k which
can potentially collapse to PBHs, hence enhancing the
PBH mass function. Interestingly, we find that for val-
ues α ≥ 10−19M2

Pl, ΩPBH,f saturates to a plateau which is
related with the saturation of the amplitude of the PBH
mass function due to the effect of smoothing becoming
more and more important as α increases [See the discus-
sion in Sec. V B.].

At the end, accounting for the fact that the masses
of the formed PBHs are so small they evaporate very
quickly after their formation. Consequently, the only
natural condition which needs to be fulfilled so as to set
constraints on the parameter α is that ΩPBH,f < 1. How-
ever, as recently noted in [66] such small PBHs evapo-
rating before BBN can dominate the energy budget of
the Universe and induce at second order in cosmological
perturbation theory a GW background which can be de-
tectable by future GW experiments. Requiring therefore
that GWs are not overproduced during this early PBH
dominated era, one can set constraints on the parameters
of the PBH production mechanism and in our case the
F (R) gravity parameter α. For the case of monochro-
matic PBH distributions one can show that in order for
the GWs not to be overproduced one should require that
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[66]

ΩPBH,f < 10−4
(
109g/MPBH

)1/4
. (53)

In our case, we have a broad PBH mass spectrum but
given the fact that the position of the peak of the maxi-
mum of the PBH mass function depends slightly on the
value of the parameter α we can use as a first approxima-
tion Eq. (53) in order to constrain the bouncing parame-
ter α. In order to be more precise, one should account for
the full broad PBH mass distribution and compute the
GW signal today accounting as well for the transition be-
tween the early PBH dominated era to the RD era [131],
a study which goes beyond the scope of the present work
and which we leave for a future project.

Thus, taking MPBH ' 2 × 105g which is more or less
the PBH mass at the peak of the β function one gets that
ΩPBH,f < 10−3. At the end, requiring this condition one
finds numerically [See Fig. 4] that α should lie within the
following range:

α ≤ 10−19M2
Pl. (54)

This constraint can be translated to constraints on the
energy scale at the onset of the HBB phase HRD given
the fact that tRD = 1/

√
α and HRD = 1/(2tRD). At the

end, one can find that HRD =
√
α /2 and should vary

within the following range:

HRD ≤ 10−10MPl. (55)

At this point, it is very important to stress that the
energy scale at the onset of the RD era, given by HRD,
can also be viewed as the lowest bound on the energy
scale of the Universe at the bounce.
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FIG. 4. The PBH abundance at formation time ΩPBH,f as a
function of the F (R) bouncing parameter α.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The non-singular bouncing cosmological paradigm is
one of the most appealing alternatives to inflation. Since
the bounce realization requires the violation of the null
energy condition, it can be typically implemented in the
framework of modified gravity. On the other hand, the
phenomenology of PBH physics, and the associated PBH
abundance constraints which span a range of masses over
more than 50 orders of magnitude, has recently started
to be investigated in detail, since it can be used in order
to probe and extract constraints on the early-universe
behavior. Hence, studying PBHs both at inflationary
and bounce scenarios, could be helpful to constrain such
scenarions and extract possible distinguishable features.

In this work, we focused on the bounce realization
within F (R) modified gravity and we investigated the
corresponding PBH phenomenology. By introducing an
F (R) gravity exotic phase close to the bounce compatible
with a bouncing scale factor we studied its effect on the
mass function of PBHs which form during the standard
RD era described quite well within classical GR gravity.
In particular, we calculated the curvature power spec-
trum at horizon crossing time, during the RD era, as a
function of the the bounce parameter α, which is actually
the involved F (R) gravity parameter.

Followingly, we calculated the PBH abundance in the
context of peak theory, considering the non-linear rela-
tion between δ and ζ as well as the critical collapse law
for the PBH masses. At the end, in Fig. 3 we showed how
the PBH mass function changes by varying the bouncing
parameter α.

Additionally, by making a full parameter-space analy-
sis, in Fig. 4 we gave the PBH abundance at formation
time ΩPBH,f as a function of the bouncing parameter α.
Interestingly enough, we found that in order to avoid GW
overproduction from an early PBH domination era before
BBN, α should lie within the range α ≤ 10−19M2

Pl. This
constraint can be transformed to a constraint on the en-
ergy scale at the onset of the HBB phase HRD ∼

√
α /2

which can be recast as HRD ≤ 10−10MPl.
We mention that the explored parameter space can

be further constrained by evolving the PBH abundance
ΩPBH up to later times, and accounting for current ob-
servational constraints on ΩPBH [132]. Moreover, one
can extract more stringent constraints by studying addi-
tionally the scalar induced stochastic gravitational-wave
background (SGWB) associated to the primordial cur-
vature perturbations which gave rise to PBHs (see [65]
for a review), as well as the SGWB induced from PBH
Poisson fluctuations [66, 131, 133, 134].

Since PBH formation within bouncing cosmologies
may serve as a novel tool to study alternative the-
ories of gravity, one should perform a similar analy-
sis in other modified gravity scenarios, and examine
whether there are qualitative and quantitative differences
amongst them. In particular, one can extend our formal-
ism by accounting as well for the effect of modified gravity
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on the background and perturbation evolution during the
period of PBH formation generalising in a sense the peak
theory formalism and investigating the full gravitational
collapse dynamics in modified gravity setups. Such a de-
tailed investigation is beyond the scope of this paper and
can be be performed elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Investigating different bouncing scale
factor parametrisations

Up to now, we have considered that the scale factor
close to the bounce is parametrized by (5), by keeping
terms up to quadratic order in t in the Taylor expansion
for a(t). Thus, a legitimate question to ask is how our re-
sults will change by changing the scale factor parametri-
sation near the bounce. In general, the scale factor near
a non-singular bounce can be parameterized as [93]

ab(t) ' (1 + αt2)n, (A1)

where n is a real number. In the following we study the
cases where n = 2 and n = 3 and we examine how the
curvature power spectrum changes accordingly.

1) a(t) = (1 + αt2)2:

Using this parametrisation for the scale factor near the

bounce, and solving Eq. (3) for F (R) we find that

Fb(R(t))=
1

420
t2α2

(
99225 + t2α

(
− 814275 +

t2α
(

91875 + t2α
(

15855 + t2α
(

3360 + t2α
(

245

+t2α[75 + t2α(−25 + t2α)]
))))))

+
1

α5
(105 + t2α(525 + t2α(−1050 + t2α[350

+t2α(−35 + t2α)])))C +
1

8
√
t2α

9πtα3/2(105

+t2α(525 + t2α(−1050 + t2α[350 + t2α(−35

+t2α)]))) · Erfc(t
√
tα /
√

2 )Erfi(t
√
tα /
√

2 )

+
9

8
α(−et2α/2

√
2π t
√
α (105 + t2α(−790

+t2α[318 + t2α(−34 + t2α)])) + π(105 + t2α

(525 + t2α(−1050 + t2α[350 + t2α(−35 + t2α)

]))) · Erfi(t
√
tα /
√

2 ))Erf(t
√
tα /
√

2 )

− 1

840
et

2α/2t12α7(105 + t2α(−790 + t2α[318

+t2α(−34 + t2α)]))ExpIntE(−9

2
,
t2α

2
), (A2)

where ExpIntE is the exponential integral function
En(z).

Similar to the previous case, keeping terms up to
O(αt2) the expression for z(t) becomes

z(t) = U + V t−Xt2, (A3)

where

U =

√
105 α

2ακ
√
α7/C

, (A4)

V =

√
α7/C (2592πα12 − 1225C2)

12α12κ
√

210π
, (A5)

X =
(α7/C)3/2

1890α18κπ
√

105

[
419904π2α18 + 45360πα12C

+ 1190700πα6C2 + 42875C3
]
. (A6)

Thus, evaluating the curvature perturbation near the
bounce, at leading order in t, we obtain

ζk = C1(k)H

[
k2U2

2V 2 + 4UX − 4U2α
,

−UV + tV 2 + 2tUX − 2tU2α

U
√
V 2 + 2U(X − Uα)

]
(A7)

+ C2(k) 1F1

{
− k2U2

4[V 2 + 2U(X − Uα)]
,

1

2
,

[−tV 2 + U(V − 2tX) + 2tU2α]2

U2[V 2 + 2U(X − Uα)]

}
.
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The forms of C1(k) and C2(k) are determined using the
initial conditions given in (24) modified appropriately for
the present case where a(t) = (1 + αt2)2.

Below, we show the curvature power spectrum Pζ(k) =
k3|ζk|2/(2π2) by varying the F (R) bouncing parameter
α. As one may notice from the left panel of Fig. 5 in the
case where n = 2, Pζ(k) becomes very sensitive with α
with a general tendency to increase on small scales, i.e.
large k values, probing gradually the non linear regime.
In addition, it is worth highlighting the fact that inde-
pendently of the value of α Pζ(k) increases very abruptly
to large values within less than one order of magnitude in
k signalling the fact that in contrast with the n = 1, one
is met with an almost monochromatic curvature power
spectrum giving rise to PBHs.

2) a(t) = (1 + αt2)3:
With the same reasoning as before, the solution for

F (R) around the bounce reads as

Fb(t)= 6α+ 324α2t2 +
[
324t4α3(−3 + t2α)

− 54

288
e

3t2α
2 tα2

[
1 + t2α(−8 + 3t2α)

]
C

+9C
√

6π α9/2(1 + 9t2α[1 + t2α(−3

+t2α)])Erfi

(√
3α

2
t

)]
. (A8)

Once again, keeping up to O(αt2) terms in the scalar
perturbation, we extract the form of z(t) as

z(t) = U + V t−Xt2, (A9)

where

U =

√
6

κ
, V =

(−124416 + αC2)

24
√

6 κC
, (A10)

X =
α(746496 + αC2)

6912(
√

6 κ)
. (A11)

The corresponding solution for the curvature perturba-
tion, at leading order in t, is

ζk = C1(k)H

[
k2U2

2V 2 + 4UX − 4U2α
,

−UV + tV 2 + 2tUX − 2tU2α

U
√
V 2 + 2U(X − Uα)

]
(A12)

+ C2(k) 1F1

{
− k2U2

4[V 2 + 2U(X − Uα)]
,

1

2
,

[−tV 2 + U(V − 2tX) + 2tU2α]2

U2[V 2 + 2U(X − Uα)]

}
.

In the right panel of Fig. 5 we show again the curvature
power spectrum for the n = 3 case by varying the param-
eter α. In particular, as in the n = 2, one can notice a
power spectrum Pζ(k) with an amplitude quite sensitive
to the variation of the F (R) bouncing parameter α and

with a tendency to lead to a monochromatic PBH mass
distribution in contrast with the n = 1 case.

Consequently, one can argue that our results are nearly
the same for (1 + αt2), (1 + αt2)2, (1 + αt2)3 and other
values of n in (1 + αt2)n with n > 1. In particular, in
contrast with the n = 1 case, we find a very sensitive
behavior of the amplitude of Pζ(k) and a tendency of
Pζ(k) to lead to a monochromatic PBH mass function.

Finally, one should comment on the order of masses
produced within the parametrisations where n > 1. In
particular, as we can see fron Fig. 5 kmax ∼ 10−18MPl

and given the fact that MPBH ∝
√
α /k2 one gets that

for α ∼ 10−36M2
Pl MPBH ∼ 1013g ∼ 10−20M� many or-

ders of magnitude larger than the order of PBH masses
produced in the n = 1 case but still quite small com-
pared to the PBH masses detected by the LIGO-VIRGO
detectors which are of the order of the solar mass.

We mention here that other possible bouncing scale
factor forms that have been studied in the literature
are cosh

(
1 + αt2

)
and eαt

2

. However, when expanded

around t their forms become similar to (1 +αt2)n, hence
our above results become quite general, being valid for
any parametrization of the scale factor giving rise to a
bounce.

Appendix B: The PBH mass function on small scales

We show below the smoothed power spectra σ2 and
µ2 with respect to the comoving scale k by varying the
F (R) gravity parameter α.

Writing now the fraction of the Universe at a peak of
height ν ≡ δ/σ, which will collapse to form a PBH [See
Eq. (47)] as a function of the energy density contrast one
can recast it as

βδ =
K

4π2

(
δ − 3δ2

8
− δc

)γ
δ3e−

δ2

2σ2
µ3

σ6
. (B1)

At the end, after integrating the βδ over δ one will
have that β(k) = H(σ)µ3(k)/σ6(k) with the function
H(σ) being defined as

H(σ) ≡
∫ 4/3

δc,l−

K
4π2

(
δ − 3δ2

8
− δc

)γ
δ3e−

δ2

2σ2 (B2)

As it was checked numerically [See Fig. 8] for the range
of k values considered here δ/σ � 1 and thus one can

approximate e−
δ2

2σ2 ' 1 − δ2

σ2 . As we decrease σ, H(σ)

decreases as well. However, due to the 1/σ6 dependence
of β, as we approach the region close to kmax, we see
the slight increase in β(k) as can be seen in Fig. 3. This
region where one observes this slight increase of the β
function can be roughly defined as k > kmax/4 =

√
α /2.
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